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Product Review
Description

Intergraph has the top-quality printing need to make your marketing pop all at affordable prices that won't blow your budget.
What's more, we back up every job with our 100% customer satisfaction
Guarantee. If you're not 100% satisfied with your printing, simply call
Customer Service within 30 days, and we'll reprint part or all of your order.
In some cases, we may refund the full price of the product.
For top-quality print marketing materials at affordable printing prices place
your order with Intergraph today.

Marketing Products
Description

Intergraph uses state-of-the-art commercial printing presses from
Shinohara, Fuji and Heidelberg and calibrates them daily for colour that's
bright, sharp and accurate.
Of Course, there's more to great printing than just great equipment - you
have to know how to use it. Intergraph's plants are staffed to getting your
job printed right the first time.
Need your print marketing materials in a hurry? At Intergraph, many of our
products, including brochures, flyers and die-cut stickers, are available
with one-day super-rush printing. To save even more time, we
automatically print your products at the East Coast, West Coast or
Midwest commercial printing plant that's closest to you.
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Business Enssentials
Description

Intergraph uses state-of-the-art commercial printing presses from
Shinohara, Fuji and Heidelberg and calibrates them daily for colour that's
bright, sharp and accurate. Of course, there's more to great printing than
just great equipment- you have to know how to use it. Intergraph's plants
are staffed by experienced commercial printing and colour professionals
who are committed to getting your job printed right the first time.
Nothing makes your business look great like top- quality identity material,
such as announcement card bookmarks, brochure, business card,
Calendars, Catalogues/booklets, CD/DVD sleeves, Door Hanger,
Envelops, Even Tickets flyers, General, Greeting CArds, Hang Tags, ID
Badges Invitaions, Letterhead, Menus, News Letters, Notepads,
Postcards Posters, Presentation Folders, Stickers, Template and more.
And nobody can make your business identity materials look their absolute
best like Intergraph.
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